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Dear Ms. Carolina-Powell, 
  
The Municipal & Financial Service Group is pleased to submit to the Washington Suburban Sanitary 

Commission this report summarizing the miscellaneous fees and charges study.  This document represents 

the results of our analysis which provides an evaluation of WSSC’s miscellaneous fees and charges and 

general recommendations on changes to fees. 

 

It has been our distinct pleasure to work with the Commission on another endeavor. The assistance 

provided by management and staff was essential to the completion of the study.  The dedication of 

everyone who assisted in the study process should be acknowledged and was vital to the success of the 

study.  Thank you for the opportunity to work with the WSSC on this important project.  

 
 
Very truly yours, 
 

 
Michael Maker 
Senior Manager 
Municipal & Financial Services Group
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1. Introduction 

The primary revenue source for WSSC is the water and sewer rates received from its customers. The water 

and sewer rates are designed to recover the capital and operating costs of providing water and sewer 

service, including the funding of necessary reserves and reinvestment in the water and sewer systems’ 

facilities and infrastructure. A smaller but very important source of revenue is the money collected from 

the miscellaneous and various fees and charges that are used to cover the costs of specific services other 

than the direct provision of potable water and the collection, treatment and disposal of sewage. To the 

extent that WSSC recovers the cost of such services (each of which can be related to a specific customer 

or end user), the related revenues serve to hold down rates for water and sewer. 

 
WSSC’s staff has been professional and cooperative in providing data and comments related to the review 

of fees and charges. In general, MFSG found the basis for and the calculated amounts of the individual 

fees and charges to be reasonable. Each fee is derived based on the cost of providing service, taking into 

account the effort (direct and supporting labor hours, vehicle mileage, etc.) and cost (hourly rates, 

overhead, vehicles and equipment, materials and supplies, etc.) required. Since each fee or charge 

involves cost assignment or allocation, it is likely that different individuals (whether WSSC professional 

staff or outside consultants) might produce slightly different results, but it does not appear that such 

differences would be material, given the same assumptions and data.  

2. Scope of Services 

WSSC engaged MFSG to evaluate the Commission’s miscellaneous fees and charges. The scope of services 

set forth between the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (“WSSC” or “the Commission”) and the 

Municipal & Financial Services Group (“MFSG”) is as follows: 

 
1. Data Collection and Review – Collect and examine all data and documentation pertaining to 

WSSC’s miscellaneous fees and charges to gain familiarity with the subject matter. 

 
2. Evaluation of Miscellaneous Fees and Charges – Analyze the cost of service and cost methodology 

for each type of fee or charge and make recommendations. 

 
3. Financial Model – Develop a dynamic financial model that can be used in association with any 

WSSC financial spreadsheets to calculate future fees and charges.  

 
4. Reporting/Presentation – Document all work performed in the miscellaneous fees and charges 

analysis in a concise narrative report and present the results to WSSC management and staff. 

 
The miscellaneous fees and charges study has been completed based on these four tasks.  
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3. Background 

The purpose of this report is to develop and present recommendations for miscellaneous fees and 

charges. Miscellaneous fees and charges are collected by WSSC for individual services unrelated to general 

utility operations (i.e., the treatment and distribution of water and the collection and treatment of 

sewage). The fees are charged to only those customers who directly benefit from the service and are 

responsible for the costs incurred. As part of this study, a high-level review was completed of fees and 

charges. The review evaluated the costs that WSSC incurs to provide service to evaluate if the fees are set 

at the appropriate levels to recover the cost of providing the service.  

 
Each fiscal year (July 1 to June 30), WSSC’s Finance Office evaluates the costs associated with providing 

the services for which the miscellaneous fees and charges are based. In order to evaluate each fee/charge, 

Finance Office staff collect various information on the effort (direct and supporting labor hours, vehicle 

mileage, etc.) and cost (hourly rates, overhead, vehicles and equipment, materials and supplies, etc.) of 

providing the services associated with each respective fee/charge. This requires contacting the more than 

20 offices and divisions that provide the respective miscellaneous services.  

 
WSSC has identified to MFSG a list of 73 miscellaneous fee and charge categories (with many categories 

including multiple fees/charges). The fees range from those that generate less than $1K per year in 

revenues to major fees that generate several million dollars per year in revenues. The calculation of the 

majority of WSSC’s miscellaneous fees (like most utilities’ miscellaneous fee) involve three components:  

 
1. Direct labor costs – hourly rates x time required to provide the service 

2. Other direct costs – materials and supplies, equipment, vehicles used in providing the service  

3. Indirect costs – overhead and support 

 
While this report presents a high-level assessment of all of the 73 categories of fees, there were three 

specific fees that staff members within WSSC organizational units sought to have analyzed in greater 

detail: 

 

• System Development Charges – SDCs are charges levied on new development to pay for the 

construction of major water and sewerage facilities needed to accommodate growth. WSSC 

currently charges these fees.  

 

• Extra-Strength Wastewater Surcharges – These are fees charged to sewer users that discharge 

high strength wastewater into the Commission’s sewer system. The cost to treat a gallon of high 

strength wastewater is greater than that of typical domestic strength. An extra-strength surcharge 

is paid on sewage that exceeds domestic concentration levels of specific pollutants. They may also 

be referred to by another name such as “excessive-strength”, “high-strength” or “industrial-

strength” charges. As the Commission does not currently charge these fees, any revenue collected 

will help mitigate the cost of wastewater treatment. 
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• Septic Hauler Fees – These are fees charged for wastes that are trucked to designated discharge 

points; such waste typically is comprised of the residual sanitary sewage that has been discharged 

to a septic system by homeowners or small businesses, or consists of commercial or industrial 

waste that cannot be discharged into a sewage collection system. As septage is considered to be 

extra-strength waste (previously described), it typically consists of much higher concentrations of 

pollutants than “normal” sanitary waste, and therefore costs more to treat. WSSC currently 

charges these fees as permit fees based on septic hauler truck capacity, but staff showed interest 

in developing a fee based on volume. 

 
These three fees have been included in two separate comprehensive reports (one for SDCs and one for 

extra-strength wastewater surcharges and septic hauler fees, as the calculation of these two fees is 

related) with separate financial models developed to support the analyses.  
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4. List of Fees and Charges 

WSSC has a list of 73 miscellaneous fee and charge categories (with many categories including multiple 

fees/charges): 

 

1. Inspection Fees 

2. Site Utility (On-Site) Review Fee 

3. License Fees for the Regulated Trades 

4. Short Form Permit Fee  

5. Fee for Sale of Copies of Plans, Plats & 

200’ Reference Maps 

6. Fee for WSSC Plumbing & Fuel Gas Code 

and Cross Connection Control Manual 

7. Septic Hauler Discharge Permit Sticker 

8. Long Form Permit Transfer Fee 

9. Small Meter Replacement Fee 

10. Meter Replacement Fee 

11. Meter Testing Fee 

12. Sub-Meter Installation Fees 

13. Tapper License Fee 

14. Temporary Fire Hydrant Connection Fee 

15. Fee for Truck Inspections with Attached 

Fire Hydrant Meter 

16. Water Turn-Off, Turn-On Fee 

17. Feasibility Review Fee (Non-SEP) 

18. Industrial Discharge Control Program 

Fees by Category 

19. Fees for Sale of Contract Specifications 

and General Conditions 

20. Watershed Use Permit Fees 

21. Call Back Fee (small meters, plumbers) 

22. Call Back Fee (large meters, plumbers) 

23. Missed Appointment Fee 

24. Patuxent Watershed Civil Citation Fee 

25. Connection Redemption Fee 

26. Connection Abandonment Fee 

27. Fire Hydrant Inspection Fee 

28. Utility Erosion and Sediment Control 

Permit Fee 

29. Erosion and Sediment Control Training 

Certification Session Fee 

30. Fee for Sale of Erosion and Sediment 

Control Field Guide 

31. Civil Citation Fee 

32. Charge for Photocopies of WSSC 

Documents 

33. Dishonored Check Fee & Electronic 

Payment Fee 

34. Fire Hydrant Flow Test Fee 

35. Shutdown/Charge Water Main Fee 

36. Right-of-Way Release Review Fee 

37. Fee for Review & Inspection of Site Work 

Potentially Impacting WSSC Pipelines 

38. Fee for WSSC Pipeline Design Manual 

39. Chlorination Confirmation Test Fee 

40. Meter Reinstallation Correction Fee 

41. Sewer Meter Maintenance Fee 

42. Discharge Authorization Permit Fee 

43. Sale of WSSD Laws 

44. Property Inspection Fee 

45. Design Review 

46. Construction Services Fee 

47. Pipeline Construction Division Review 

Fee 

48. Extra Review Fee 

49. Right-of-Way Acquisition reimbursement 

for SEP Fee 

50. Hydraulic Planning Analysis & System 

Planning Forecast 

51. Environmental Site Review Fee 

52. In-House Design Deposit 

53. Partial Release 

54. Off-Property Service Connection 

Reimbursement 

55. Service Connection Application & 

Inspection Fee 

56. Facilities Design Guidelines Fee 

57. Relocation Design Review Fee 

58. Discharge Fee – FSE 

59. Lobbyist Registration Fee  

60. Feasibility Review Fee for On-Site 

Takeover Projects 

61. Credit Card Surcharge 
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62. Fee for the Preparation of Hold Harmless 

Agreement 

63. Government Referred Plan Review Fee 

64. Warehouse Restocking Fee 

65. Residential Outside Meter Housing 

Upgrade/Pipe Alteration 

66. Fee for Transcribed Tape of a Hearing or 

Meeting 

67. Pre-Screen Re-Submission Fee 

68. Cross Connection Fee 

69. Site Utility Inspection Fee 

70. Name/Transfer of Ownership Fee 

71. Protest Filing Fee 

72. Plumbing/Fuel Gas Plans Review Pre-

Screen Fee 

73. System Development Charge 
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5. Data Sources 

As part of the study, MFSG reviewed various data provided by WSSC. Below are names and descriptions 

of the major data sources used in WSSC’s miscellaneous fee calculation process.   

 

• Charge Documents – These files list various information for each fee category. Information listed 

includes the current fees charged in each fee category, the previous year’s revenue received, the 

purpose of the fee, the process involved in charging the fee and providing the service, the 

estimated costs involved with calculating the fee (taken from the “Estimated Costs” file below), 

how revenues from the fee are collected and any comments or notes from those involved with 

calculation of the fee. There is one file per fee category. [latest version provided to MFSG: 73 

Word documents with fee names as titles] 

 

• Estimated Costs – This file provides a separate spreadsheet for almost all of the 73 miscellaneous 

fee categories. It also contains lookup tables for average salaries (organized by division and 

position) and allocation rates used to estimate overhead costs (organized by division and fiscal 

year). [latest version provided to MFSG: “Estimated Costs CurrFY Final.xlsx”]  

 

• Analysis of Fees with Standard Rates – This file pulls the calculated fee costs from all of the 

spreadsheets within the “Estimated Costs” file and puts them into one master spreadsheet. In 

addition to the calculated costs, this master spreadsheet also includes the person from Finance 

who is in charge of reviewing the fee, the organization involved in calculating the fee, the budget 

number and name of the fee category and associated fees, the last fiscal year in which the fee 

was changed, the previous year’s calculated and approved fees, the revenue collected from the 

previous year’s fees and fund source of the associated revenue, the costs used to calculate the 

previous year’s fees and fund source of the associated cost, comments/notes from those involved 

in the fee’s calculation and various proposed fee amounts based on the calculated costs.  [latest 

version provided to MFSG: “AnalysisFY18Fees with Standard Rates Update#1.xlsx”] 

 

• Fee Revenue – This file includes a series of spreadsheets (one for each revenue fund source in 

which fees are collected and allocated) that summarize all associated transactions and journal 

entries. [latest version provided to MFSG: “Fee related revenue FY16.xlsx”]  

 

• Fee Cost – This file includes a series of spreadsheets (one for each cost fund source from which 

fees are calculated) that summarize all associated budgetary and general ledger expenses. [latest 

version provided to MFSG: “Fee related cost FY16.xlsx”] 

 

• Fee Contact Checklist – This file displays which division and specific employees a particular fee 

was sent to and whether or not any updates or comments were made regarding the breakdown 

of costs [latest version provided to MFSG: “Fee Contact ChecklistFY16.xlsx”] 
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6. Calculation Methodology 

The following steps outline an overview of the WSSC methodology used to calculate miscellaneous fees. 

 
1. Guided by previous year cost calculations, the contact(s) from the division that provides each 

service (as listed in the “Fee Contact Checklist”) are sent the “Charge Documents” associated with 

the fees in which they are involved and asked to review the amount of time it takes to perform 

the service as well as the number and type of employees needed to perform the service.  

 
2. Receipt of responses and comments associated with the charge documents are tracked within the 

“Fee Contact Checklist”, and reminders for data not timely received are sent out if necessary. 

  
3. Any comments or changes received are entered into the “Estimated Costs” file, which has a 

breakdown of services provided by division and employee position involved with providing each 

respective service. The three components of the fee calculation are then revised with updated 

information: 

a. Direct Labor Costs – The number of employee positions by division involved with 

providing the service(s) is multiplied by the average salary (pulled from the lookup table 

for average salaries organized by division and position) and the number of work hours 

needed to complete each task. This sum of these amounts for each employee position 

equals the direct labor costs. 

b. Other Direct Costs – For any fees that require the use of materials, supplies or equipment 

to provide the service associated, the relevant costs are calculated. 

c. Indirect Costs – In order to account for fringe benefits and overhead associated with 

providing the associated service, an allocated cost rate (pulled from the lookup table for 

allocation rates organized by division and fiscal year) is multiplied by the direct labor cost. 

The sum of these three components composes the cost of providing service for the respective fee.  

 
4. The estimated cost for each fee is then linked in the “Analysis of Fees with Standard Rates” file. 

In this file, each of the calculated fees (as developed in the ‘Estimated Costs” file) is compared 

with the previous fiscal year’s approved fee. Depending on the increase required to bring the 

current approved fee to the level it needs to be to recover the cost of providing service, a 

determination is made as to the appropriate fee level. For example, if the calculated cost is less 

than or equal to the approved current fee, then the proposed fee for the following year may not 

be increased at all. However, if the calculated cost is greater than the approved current fee, then 

the proposed fee may be increased by a specific percentage in an effort to make up for the cost 

that is not being recovered by the current approved fee. 

 
5. To the extent possible, fee related revenues (from the “Fee Revenue” file) and fee related costs 

“from the “Fee Cost” file) are linked to the “Analysis of Fees with Standard Rates” file and 

compared to see how much of the cost is being recovered from revenues received. 
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The following are conclusions and recommendations on miscellaneous fees and charges. All information 

pertaining to these conclusions and recommendations can be found in the financial model developed in 

association with this report. 

 

• MFSG found the methodology used by WSSC’s Finance Office to be comprehensive and rational. 

Each fee is calculated based on the cost of providing service, taking into account the three core 

components that compose a miscellaneous fee or charge: direct labor costs (salaries), other direct 

costs (materials, supplies, equipment) and indirect costs (overhead and support). 

 

• To the extent possible, MFSG compared the costs (“Fee Cost” file) and revenues (“Fee Revenue” 

file) from miscellaneous fees and charges for FY 2016 (the latest year for which information was 

available). While this data exists for some fees and charges, for many others it is missing. 

̶ Revenue values cannot be provided for all fees and charges or cannot be broken down by 

individual fee or charge. For example, the “CS103M Report” revenue source is listed for 

several fees (meter reinstallation correction fee, property inspection fee, meter testing 

fees, water turn-off, turn-on fee and missed appointment fee), but the amount of revenue 

generated for each fee cannot be segregated so an “apples to apples” comparisons 

cannot be made between revenues and costs for those fees. 

̶ There is very little data on the number of transactions/sales for fees and charges, making 

revenue projections difficult, and also making it difficult to assess whether or not a 

specific charge should be maintained or eliminated. 

̶ IT does not have any reports that list miscellaneous revenue by billing or charge code, 

further complicating revenue analysis. 

̶ WSSC is currently reviewing its methodology of allocating this revenue. 

 

• MFSG recommends that WSSC better track and record miscellaneous fee and charge revenue and 

transactions so that better decisions can be made on future increases and the practicality of 

imposing individual fees and charges. With better information, WSSC can focus on fees and 

charges that produce the majority of fee and charge revenue and avoid spending a significant 

amount of time (or charging at all) for those fees and charges that result in few or no transactions 

per year (such as fees for documents that can be found on WSSC’s website) and that do not 

produce much revenue and in fact may be more burdensome and costly to administer than they 

provide in revenue. 

 

• Some fees and charges have not been changed in more than five years (with several not having 

been changed in over 10 years). MFSG recommends reviewing these fees and charges to 

determine the reason for no increases, whether it’s due to:  

̶ The current fee level being more than the cost of providing the service; 

̶ The fee being set by Federal, State or local law and therefore out of WSSC’s control; 
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̶ The fee being antiquated and no longer charged; or 

̶ Some other reason 

 

• When the contact(s) from the division that provides each service are sent information to review 

the current fees and update any numbers, they are only provided the “Charge Documents”, which 

are Word files that do not link directly to the “Estimated Costs” file where the actual data gets 

entered. While it is understandable that not allowing direct access to the “Estimated Costs” files 

mitigates formula or calculation errors, it also requires additional (and unnecessary and error 

prone) manual data entry. Having contacts enter data directly into a copy of the Excel based file 

(possibly with cells that should not be touched being locked for editing) or some other form for 

data entry (IT may be able to help with this) would save time and effort for all involved. 

 

• MFSG developed a dynamic financial model (“Miscellaneous Fees and Charges Analysis Model”), 

built on WSSC’s “Analysis of Fees with Standard Rates” file that consolidates several of the data 

sources provided by Finance staff. The model also provides assumption cells in a central location 

that link to the rest of the model (as opposed to manually entering data in every row) that allow 

fees to be projected based on the cost of providing service for the next five years. MFSG 

recommends Finance staff use this model in the future to update fees as it provides multi-year 

projections and makes updating fees easier and less error prone than the current spreadsheet.  

 

• Within the “Miscellaneous Fees and Charges Analysis Model”, the difference between the 

upcoming year’s calculated fee (based on cost of service) and the previously adopted fee is 

determined, and criteria is set for increasing fees for the next several years. The majority of the 

recommended fees in the appendix have been developed based on the following criteria (all of 

these assumptions can be easily changed in the model to accommodate “what if” scenarios): 

̶ If the difference between the current calculated fee and the previous fee is 15% (max fee 

increase criteria) or greater, then increase by 15% to 20% on a case by case basis; 

̶ If the difference is less than 15.0% but greater than 0%, then increase by the actual 

percentage required; 

̶ If the difference is less than 0%, don’t increase at all. 

While the appendix to this report recommends fees for FY 2019, the model accommodates several 

years of fees, which are projected by the increase criteria until they reach the current cost of 

providing service.
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Recommended

Fee Number and Name FY 2019

1    Inspection Fees - Water/Sewer Connection Hookup, Well/Septic Hookup, Plumbing and Gasfitting Inspections

New Single Family Detached Dwellings and Townhouses $835.00

All Other Residential: 

Water/Well Hookup $109.00

Meter Yoke Inspection (meter only installation) $109.00

Water Hookup Converting from Well (includes 2 inspections) $218.00

Sewer/Septic Hookup $109.00

First Plumbing Fixture $109.00

Each Additional Fixture $40.00

SDC Credit Fixture Inspection (per fixture) $40.00

Minimum Permit Fee $200.00

Permit Reprocessing Fee $60.00

Long Form Permit Refund Fee $200.00

Long Form Permit Re-Issue Fee $200.00

All Non-Residential:

Plan Review without Permit Application

50 Fixtures or Less $454.00

51-200 Fixtures $1,541.00

Over 200 Fixtures $3,070.00

2nd or 3rd Review (with or without permit application)

50 Fixtures or Less $160.00

51-200 Fixtures $345.00

Over 200 Fixtures $736.00

Water/Well Hookup $195.00

Meter Yoke Inspection (meter only installation) $195.00

Sewer/Septic Hookup $195.00

FOG Interceptor $195.00

First Plumbing Fixture $195.00

Each Additional Fixture $51.00

SDC Credit Fixture Inspection (per fixture) $31.00

Minimum Permit Fee $278.00

Permit Reprocessing Fee $60.00

Long Form Permit Refund Fee $291.00

Long Form Permit Re-Issue Fee $291.00

2    Site Utility (Onsite) Review Fee

Base Fee $3,301.00

Additional Fee per 100 feet $302.00

Minor (Waived) Site Utility (On-Site) Fee $1,005.00

3    License Fees for the Regulated Trades

Reciprocal Master Plumber, Gasfitter:

Initial Registration per type (for 2 years) $102.00

Registration Renewal all types (for 2 years) $88.00

Late Registration Renewal $52.00

Examined Master Plumber, Gasfitter:

Initial Registration per type (for 4 years) $108.00

Registration Renewal all types (for 4 years) $108.00

Late Registration Renewal $52.00

Cross-connection Technician Registration $26.00

Sewer and Drain Registration and Renewal (for 2 years) $40.00

Sewer and Drain Late Renewal Fee $20.00

Journeyman License Registration: (for 2 years)

Initial Registration per type (for 2 years) $31.00

Registration Renewal (for 2 years) $31.00

Late Registration Renewal $21.00

License Transfer Fee $31.00

License Replacement Fee $16.00

Apprentice License Registration Renewal $11.00

4    Short Form Permit Fee (up to 3 fixtures) - Non-Refundable $94.00

5    Sale of Copies of Plans, Plats, and 200' Reference Maps

Xerographic (per sheet) $6.00

6    Fee for Sale of WSSC Plumbing and Fuel Gas Code (Plumbing Code)

Sale of Plumbing Regulation (per book) $38.00

MFSG Appendix-1 WSSC
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Recommended

Fee Number and Name FY 2019

7    Septic Hauler Discharge Permit Fee

Category I - Residential & Septic Waste & Grease

1-49 gallons (per vehicle)

50-799 gallons (per vehicle)

800-2999 gallons (per vehicle)

3000 gallons & up (per vehicle)

January thru June (50% of fee)

Transfer and/or Replacement Permit Sticker

Industrial/Special Waste Disposal Fee (per 1,000 gallons)

Zero Discharge Permit Fee

Temporary Discharge Permit Fee (plus sewer rate per 1,000 gallons)

Sewer Rate - Low Strength Wastewater (per 1,000 gallons for truck full capacity)

Sewer Rate - High Strength Wastewater (per 1,000 gallons for truck full capacity)

8    Long Form Permit Transfer Fee $160.00

9    Small Meter Replacement Fee (at Customer Request) $211.00

10  Meter Replacement Fee (Damaged or Stolen Meter)

5/8" Encoder (outside) $150.00

5/8" Encoder $150.00

3/4" Encoder (outside) $151.00

3/4"Encoder $160.00

1" Encoder (outside) $196.00

1" Encoder $202.00

1-1/2" Encoder $750.00

2" Encoder $1,100.00

3" Compound $3,190.00

4" Compound $3,960.00

6" Compound $5,830.00

2" MVR $1,210.00

3" MVR $2,296.00

4" MVR $3,216.00

6" MVR $4,970.00

4" Fire Service Meter $8,239.00

6" Fire Service Meter $9,820.00

8" Fire Service Meter $11,495.00

10" Fire Service Meter $14,225.00

12" Fire Service Meter $16,250.00

11  Meter Testing Fees

5/8" to 1" $261.00

1-1/2" $424.00

2" and up $473.00

12  Sub-Meter Installation Fee

One-time Sub-Meter Charge - Small $261.00

One-time Sub-Meter Charge - Large $528.00

One-time Inspection Fee $57.00

Minimum Permit Inspection fee $200.00

13  Tapper License Fee

Permit Fee $363.00

Duplicate $36.00

14  Temporary Fire Hydrant Connection Fee

3/4" Meter - Deposit

2 Weeks or Less with/Approved Payment Record -

Over 2 Weeks/Less than 2 Weeks w/Unapproved Payment Record $379.00

3" Meter - Deposit

2 Weeks or Less with/Approved Payment Record -

Over 2 Weeks/Less than 2 Weeks w/Unapproved Payment Record $2,420.00

Service Charge

2 Weeks or Less (3/4" meter) $56.00

2 Weeks or Less (3" meter) $130.00

Over 2 Weeks (3/4" and 3" meters) $175.00

Water Consumption - 3/4" meter Current rate for 1,000 

gallons ADC; $30 min

Water Consumption - 3" meter Current rate for 1,000 

gallons ADC; $195 min

Late Fee for Return of Meter (per day) $10.00

Fee on Unpaid Temporary Fire Hydrant Billings 1-1/2% per month

Loss/Destruction Meter @ Replacement Cost

Loss/Destruction Wrench $40.00

15  Fee for Truck Inspections with Attached Fire Hydrant Meter (for 2 years) $52.00

16  Water Turn-Off, Turn-On Fee

Small Meter Turn-Off $80.00

Small Meter Turn-On $89.00

Large Meter Turn-Off $203.00

Large Meter Turn-On $241.00

See 

Separate 

Report

MFSG Appendix-2 WSSC
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Fee Number and Name FY 2019

17  Feasibility Review Fee (Non-SEP)

Feasibility Submission Fee (non-refundable) $1,618.00

Feasibility Review & Report Fee Deposit (can be deferred as deficit when extension is completed) $10,784.00

18  Industrial Discharge Control Program Fees By Category

Industrial Users Subject to Categorical Pretreatment Standards (less than 5,000 gpd) (double visit) $4,623.00

Industrial Users Subject to Categorical Pretreatment Standards (greater than 5,000 gpd) (double visit) $7,084.00

Non-Discharging Categorical Industries (zero discharge) $1,245.00

Significant Industrial User (less than 25,000 gpd) (single visit - priority pollutant sampling) $4,623.00

Significant Industrial User (greater than 25,000 gpd) (double visit - priority pollutant sampling) $7,084.00

Penalty Charge for Late Fee Payment 5% of fee

19  Fees for Sale of Contract Specifications, Contract Specification Books, Drawings, Design Manuals, Standard Details, and General Conditions

Construction Specifications/Drawings

Utility Contracts $17.00

Facility Contracts (up to $450) $40.00

Construction Standard Details $55.00

Construction General Conditions & Standard Specifications $46.00

SEP Construction General Conditions & Standard Specifications $46.00

Procurement Specifications/Drawings/General Conditions

With Routine Specifications no charge

With Complex/Voluminous Specifications (up to $200) $40.00

20  Watershed Use Permit Fees

Seasonal Watershed Use Permit (January 1-December 31) $70.00

Single Day Watershed Use Permit (per day) $6.00

Open Season Boat Mooring (March 15 - November 30) $80.00

Winter Boat Mooring (December 1 - March 14) $55.00

Boat/Craft Removal Fee $100.00

Monthly Storage Fee for Removed Boats $80.00

Rental for the Azalea Garden (per 4 hours) $75.00

Rental for the Bio-Brick Pavilion (per 4 hours) $75.00

Boarding Stable Entrance Permit $250.00

Adjacent Landowner Entrance Permit $80.00

Picnic Permit - groups of 1-5 persons $6.00

Picnic Permit - groups of 6-10 persons $12.00

Picnic Permit - groups of 11-15 persons $18.00

21  Call Back Fees (small meters, plumbers) $93.00

22  Call Back Fees (large meters, plumbers) $228.00

23  Missed Appointment Fee

First Missed Appointment or Turn-On $97.00

Each Additional Missed Appointment $110.00

24  Patuxent Watershed Civil Citation Fee (State Mandated)

First Offense $150.00

Each Additional Offense within Calendar Year $300.00

25  Connection Redemption Fee $44.00

26  Connection Abandonment Fee

County Roads (except Arterial Roads) - Water $1,474.00

County Roads (except Arterial Roads) - Sewer $1,873.00

State Roads and County Arterial Roads - Water $1,778.00

State Roads and County Arterial Roads- Sewer $2,200.00

27  Fire Hydrant Inspection Fee (per hydrant) $137.00

Controlled Access Surcharge Fee $26.00

28  Utility Erosion and Sediment Control Permit Fee

Minor Projects (per linear foot) $0.20

Major Projects (per linear foot) $0.30

Minimum for Major Projects $124.00

29  Erosion and Sediment Control Training Certification Session Fee (per session, per participant) $79.00

30  Fee For Sale of Erosion and Sediment Control Field Guide $10.00

31  Civil Citation Fees - Sediment Control, Theft of Service, and Plumbing Civil Citations (State Mandated)

First Offense $250.00

Second Offense $500.00

Third Offense $750.00

Each Violation in Excess of Three $1,000.00
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32  Charge for Photocopies of WSSC Documents

Readily Available Source Material (per single sided page) $0.30

Certified Copy of Readily Available Source Material (per single sided page) $0.60

Scanning Documents (per single sided page) $0.30

(A reasonable fee may be charged for time in excess of two hours expended by WSSC in searching for requested records or preparing such 

records for inspection and copying.)

33  Dishonored Check Fee & Electronic Payment Fee (applies to all dishonored checks and dishonored electronic payments) $46.00

34  Fire Hydrant Flow Test Fee

No Current Test $693.00

Current Test $83.00

35  Shutdown/Charge Water Main Fee $1,144.00

Shutdown Complex Water Main Fee $2,144.00

36  Right-of Way Release Review Fee (per document) $1,144.00

37  Fee for Review and Inspection of Site Work Potentially Impacting WSSC Pipelines

Simple Review $399.00

Complex Review / Non-DR Developer Review $2,179.00

Inspection for Minor Adjustment / Non-DR Developer (per inspection) $266.00

38  Fee for WSSC Pipeline Design Manual $90.00

39  Chlorination Confirmation Test Fee (per first test) $261.00

Re-Test or Additional Tests (per hour) $157.00

40  Meter Reinstallation Correction Fee $388.00

41  Sewer Meter Maintenance Fee (per year) $12,003.00

Quarterly Calibrations (per quarter) $3,001.00

42  Discharge Authorization Permit Fee

Significant Industrial User - Initial Permit (for 4 years) $5,496.00

Significant Industrial User - Renewal (for 4 years) $2,694.00

Initial Zero-Discharge CIU Permit (for 4 years) $2,087.00

Reissued Zero-Discharge CIU Permit (for 4 years) $1,392.00

Temporary Discharge Permit (non-SIU) $5,496.00

43  Sale of WSSD Laws

Bound Volume $83.00

Supplements $42.00

44  Property Inspection Fee $107.00

45  Design Review

Development is More than 10 Residential Units or Commercial $6,500.00

Development is 10 Residential Units or Less $3,250.00

46  Construction Services Fee 12% of const. bond less 

design review fee

Re-Test or Additional Tests or Inspector Overtime (per hour) $206.00

47  Systems Inspection Group Review Fee for Additional Reviews of Contract Documents and As-builts (per hour) $206.00

48  Extra Review Fee

Per SEP Plan Review:

Minor Additional Reviews of Unsigned or Signed Plans (per review) $1,202.00

Major/Splitting Additional Reviews of Unsigned or Signed Plans (per review) $2,453.00

Per Site Utility/Minor Utility Additional Signed or Unsigned Plan Review:

Site Utility (per review) $1,458.00

Minor Utility (per review) $379.00

Per Hydraulic Planning Analysis/Systems Planning Forecast Application

Additional Review of Required Data (per application) $822.00

49  Right-of Way Acquisition Reimbursement for SEP Fee actual

50  Hydraulic Planning Analysis and System Planning Forecast - Modeling and Re-Modeling Fee

Modeling and Re-Modeling Fee - Up to 3 parts $1,600.00

Modeling and Re-Modeling Fee - per part over 3 $696.00

Pressure Sewer System Review Fee (per system) $367.00

51  Environmental Site Review Fee

With Database Search Conducted by WSSC $379.00

With Database Search Submitted by Applicant $288.00

52  In-House Design Deposit total estimated design 

costs

53  Partial Release Fee $1,331.00

54  Off-Property Service Connection Reimbursement prevailing service 

connection fee

55  Service Connection Application and Inspection Fee (per permit) $2,434.00

56  Facilities Design Guidelines Fee $35.00

57  Relocation Fee

Relocation Design Review Fee $6,500.00

Inspection for MOU project (minimum charge up to 4 hours) $600.00

58  Discharge Fee - Food Service Establishment

Full Permit FSE $537.00

BMP Permit FSE $152.00

59  Lobbyist Registration Fee (State Mandated) $100.00
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60  Feasibility Review Fee for On-Site Takeover Projects $974.00

61  Credit Card Surcharge (Applies to customer payment of any fee/charge by credit card [MasterCard and Visa] other than water and sewer 

billing) 2% of amount charged

62  Fee for the Preparation of Hold Harmless Agreement $1,068.00

63  Government Referred Plan Review

Major Development - Over 10 Units $1,664.00

Minor Development - 10 or Less Units $791.00

Re-Review Fee for Major Development $791.00

Re-Review Fee for Minor Development $396.00

64  Warehouse Restocking Fee $33.00

65  Residential Outside Meter Housing Upgrade/Pipe Alteration $6,540.00

66  Fee for Transcribed Tape of a Hearing or Meeting prevailing fee charged by 

court reporter

67  Pre-Screen Re-Submission Fee $338.00

68  Cross Connection Fee

Test Report Fee (per report) $35.00

Base Fee for High Hazard Commercial Water Customer (per month) $13.00

Base Fee for All Other Commercial Water Customer (per month) $7.00

69  Site Utility Inspection Fee

Base Fee $1,133.00

Pipeline (per foot) $6.00

70  Name/Transfer of Ownership Change Fee $228.00

71  Protest Filing Fee $700.00

72  Plumbing/Fuel Gas Plans Review Pre-Screen Fee $255.00

73  System Development Charge

Apartment

Water $896.00

Sewer $1,140.00

1-2 Toilets / Residential

Water $1,344.00

Sewer $1,710.00

3-4 Toilets / Residential

Water $2,240.00

Sewer $2,850.00

5 Toilets / Residential

Water $3,135.00

Sewer $3,991.00

6+ Toilets / Residential (per fixture unit)

Water $88.00

Sewer $115.00

Non-Residential (per fixture unit)

Water $88.00

Sewer $115.00
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